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Fusion “scientific breakeven” (i.e., unity target gain Gtarget, total fusion energy out > laser energy input)
has been achieved for the first time (here, Gtarget ∼ 1.5). This Letter reports on the physics principles of the
design changes that led to the first controlled fusion experiment, using laser indirect drive, on the National
Ignition Facility to produce target gain greater than unity and exceeded the previously obtained conditions
needed for ignition by the Lawson criterion. Key elements of the success came from reducing “coast time”
(the time duration between the end of the laser pulse and implosion peak compression) and maximizing the
internal energy delivered to the “hot spot” (the yield producing part of the fusion fuel). The link between
coast time and maximally efficient conversion of kinetic energy into internal energy is explained. The
energetics consequences of asymmetry and hydrodynamic-induced mixing were part of high-yield big
radius implosion design experimental and design strategy. Herein, it is shown how asymmetry and mixing
consolidate into one key relationship. It is shown that mixing distills into a kinetic energy cost similar to the
impact of implosion asymmetry, shifting the threshold for ignition to higher implosion kinetic energy—a
factor not normally included in most statements of the generalized Lawson criterion, but the key needed
modifications clearly emerge.
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Controlled thermonuclear fusion has been a dream of
numerous scientists since the 1920s, when Eddington first
suggested that the fusion of hydrogen into helium powers
the Sun and stars. Hydrogen fusion has far too low a
reaction rate for terrestrial uses. Thus, since the 1950s,
fusion research has focused upon deuterium (D) and tritium
(T) isotopes of hydrogen as the most accessible reaction
for laboratory studies, in particular, the reaction Dþ T →
nð14.1 MeVÞ þ 4

2Heð3.5 MeVÞ, where the energetic
helium by-products, 4

2He, are also termed alpha particles.
The α particles, which carry 20% of the fusion energy
produced, can deposit their energy inside the fusion plasma
region via Coulomb collisions with electrons, which in a
collisional plasma rapidly thermalizes, thus raising the
plasma thermal temperature (T th). Since the Dþ T fusion
reaction rate (hσvi) rapidly increases with T th (hσvi ¼ 4.2×
10−20T3.6

th cm3=s in the 3.5 < T th < 6.5 keV range and
3.2 × 10−19T2.6

th cm3=s in the 7 < T th < 12 keV range),
self-heating can generate a nonlinear feedback process
with rapid amplification of T th and fusion yield production
rate, dY=dt ¼ 5mQα, where Qα ¼ 8.2 × 1024ρhσvi, in
GJ=ðg · sÞ), is heating power per unit hot plasma

mass (m) from α particles produced by fusion, ρ is the
hot plasma density, and t is time.
If the self-heating energy exceeds the externally applied

energy needed to first make the Dþ T plasma hot, then a
“burning plasma” state [1] is generated. If the self-heating
power exceeds all the sources of cooling in the Dþ T
plasma for sufficient time, then the burning plasma will
“ignite,” generating a thermodynamic instability leading to
a faster-than-exponential increase in T th and Y. The plasma
conditions needed to generate the thermodynamic insta-
bility of ignition are extremely difficult to obtain in the
laboratory, but the requirements can be estimated using a
variety of Lawson-like criteria [2]. The milestones of
significant alpha-particle self-heating [3,4], burning plas-
mas [5–7], and ignition [2,8–10] have already been
obtained using the laser indirect-drive (LID) inertially
confined fusion (ICF) approach.
In LID ICF, a carefully designed laser pulse, carried by

multiple laser beams, is incident upon the interior of
metallic volume—a hohlraum—via small apertures termed
laser-entrance holes (LEHs) which are at the two ends of
the hohlraumwith cylindrical geometry. As the laser energy
is absorbed into the interior wall of the hohlraum, the laser
energy is reradiated as a bath of x rays, characterized by a
radiation temperature (Trad ∼ 310 eV at peak levels) that
varies in time and space. The typical low gas-fill hohlraum
energy accounting [11] is ∼50% of the unscattered laser
energy ends up in the hohlraum wall, ∼30%–35% of the
laser energy is radiated back out the LEHs, ∼10%–15% is
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absorbed by the capsule (depends upon hohlraum to
capsule surface area), and ∼5% of the laser energy is
absorbed into both the helium gas inside the hohlraum and
the thin plastic membranes (“windows”) that seal the LEH.
The Trad, in turn, generates an ablation pressure pabl around
the surface of a spherical capsule suspended in the center of
the hohlraum, within which resides DT fuel. The capsule is
a hollow shell of material that is meant to absorb, in a thin
layer called the ablation front, the hohlraum x rays and
explode in response to the rapid ionization that occurs (the
ablation process); the resulting pabl ∼ 150 Mbar drives the
capsule inward upon itself—an implosion. The thin layer of
DT fusion fuel, that was initially cryogenically “layered”
onto the interior of the capsule [12], is accelerated inward
during the implosion process, ultimately achieving veloc-
ities of several hundred km=s (∼400 km=s in the case of the
results of this and companion papers [13–15]) and con-
siderable kinetic energy (∼20 kJ) for its mass (∼200 μg).
Combined with the ablator material remaining at the end

of the implosion acceleration process (usually ∼5% of the
initial ablator mass and, coincidentally, typically close to
the DT fuel mass), the DT fuel plus remaining ablator form
a high-density shell that behaves as a piston doing pdV
work on the central hot-spot volume V of the implosion,
heating it. The per unit mass power balance in an ICF
plasma that determines T th is (see Refs. [16,17] for the form
below)

cDT
dT th

dt
¼ fαQα − fBQB;DT −Qe −

1

m
p
dV
dt

; ð1Þ

where cDT ¼ 0.115 GJ=ðg · keVÞ is the DT plasma heat
capacity [18], fα is the fraction of the alpha-particle energy
transferred by collisions to the hot spot, QB;DT ¼ 3.1 ×
107ρ

ffiffiffiffiffi
Te

p
is the bremsstrahlung emission per unit mass for

an equimolar DT mixture at electron temperature Te, Qe ¼
5.9 × 103T7=2

e =ðρR2Þ is the electron conduction loss
(assuming a Spitzer [19] form but could also be the more
modern SESAME [20] conductivity form which has a
slightly weaker Te and ρ dependence), and R is the time-
dependent hot-spot radius [Q’s in units of in GJ=ðg · sÞ].
The factor fB, explored later in this Letter, is the fraction of
x rays lost from the hot plasma, which is < 1 if the optical
depth of the hot region is high enough to reabsorb x rays or
> 1 if the presence of high-Z material enhances x-ray loss
beyond that of pure DT. Since ICF hot spots are ultrahigh
energy density and highly collisional, thermal equilibrium
(Te ≈ T th) is generally a good assumption.
With an expression for the rate at which hot-spot

mass is generated by the ablation of DT fuel due to
alpha deposition and electron heat conduction, dm=dt ¼
½m=ðcDTT thÞ�½ð1 − fαÞQα þQe� [21], Eq. (1) can be time
integrated from the time of peak implosion velocity to the
time of peak hot-spot internal energy in order to find a
relation for the total pdV done on the hot spot. Namely,

EpdV;hs ¼ Ehs −
1

5
Y1=2 þ

Z
mfBQBdt; ð2Þ

where Y1=2 ≈ Y total=2 is the fusion yield at the time of peak
hot-spot internal energy. Since a fraction of the pdV work
done by the shell of the implosion is expended on
compressing the cold fuel and increasing its internal energy
Efuel, the total pdV work on all the DT is

EpdV ≈ Ehs þ Efuel −
q
10

Y total; ð3Þ

where in the last expression the x-ray energy loss has been
lumped into a “implosion quality” q, fitting factor on the
total fusion yield Y total. With Eq. (3), an expression for the
fusion fuel energy gain, Gfuel ¼ Y total=EpdV , can be found
and compared to data (see Fig. 1). Namely,

Gfuel ¼
Y total

EpdV
¼

Y total
Ehs

1þ Efuel
Ehs

− q
10

Y total
Ehs

; ð4Þ

where

Y total

Ehs
¼ 5

R
τ
0 mQαdt
cDTmT

≈ 4.6 × 1026phsτ
hσviðThsÞ

T2
hs

; ð5Þ

FIG. 1. A plot of Gfuel estimated from Y total=KE from theory
(solid black line), ensemble simulations database [25] using the
HYDRA code [26] of N210808-like implosions (smaller blue
dots), and NIF DT implosion experiments (larger gray dots).
Error bars suppressed for clarity but are ∼25% on the abscissa
and ∼15% on the ordinate. Fuel energy gain Gfuel ∼ 160 resulted
from NIF experiment N221204 [13–15] (exceeded by experiment
N220729, not shown), with the next highest, Gfuel ∼ 70 from
N210808 already being in the ignition regime [2,8–10]. Unity
Gfuel was achieved many years ago [3], when the first indications
of alpha-heating feedback were observed. Gfuel ∼ 5 corresponds
to a burning plasma [5–7], where in the plot above the curve
begins to notably curve upward. Thermonuclear instability,
causing an explosive increase in T and, therefore, Gfuel is noted
on the plot by the vertical dashed line.
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where τ is the burn duration. The above relations show that
Gfuel is directly related to a generalized Lawson [23]
criterion-like parameter [24].
When compared to ensemble simulations [25] using the

HYDRA code [26] (Fig. 1), it is seen that both the
simulations and data from National Ignition Facility
(NIF) DT implosion experiments are reasonably well fitted
by Eqs. (4) and (5) with a choice of q ¼ 0.7. The point at
which Gfuel becomes very large is interpreted as an ignition
condition and is very similar to the Eα=ð2EhsÞ > 1.4 (half
the alpha deposited energy over hot-spot energy) condition
in Ref. [27]. Ultimately, Gfuel is limited by the amount of
fusion fuel available to burn and the burn efficiency ϕ. The
burn efficiency is limited by the disassembly (explosion) of
the burning mass of DT fuel [28] which terminates the
burn. The maximum Gfuel can be estimated from the total
number of fusion reactions possible [ϕmfuel=ð2ĀmpÞ, Ā ¼
2.5 being the average atomic mass of DT and mp being the
proton mass], the total yield per DT fusion (17.6 MeV)
divided by the fuel kinetic energy (mfuelv2imp=2), which
gives Gfuel;max ≈ 7.52 × 10−3ϕðc=vimpÞ2, where c is the
speed of light.
While Gfuel is directly related to fusion plasma con-

ditions, the capsule gain Gcap, which measures the fusion
yield to capsule energy absorbed ratio, and the target gain
Gtarget, which measures the fusion yield to laser energy
input into the hohlraum in an LID ICF target, are related to
Gfuel through various energy efficiency factors [29]. Thus,
for the same fusion plasma conditions, Gfuel is fixed, but
Gcap and Gtarget will be design dependent and, therefore,
only qualitative metrics of ignition. In fact, a modest to
weak correlation between capsule or target absorbed energy
and fusion yield is exhibited in NIF LID DT implosion data
[30]. Table I shows all three gain metrics for a variety of
NIF DT implosions. The milestone of Gfuel > 1 was
achieved in 2013 [3], Gcap > 1 was achieved in 2021
[2,8–10], and Gtarget > 1, also termed “scientific break-
even,” was achieved in December 2022 and is the result
reported here and in companion papers [13–15,31].
As can be observed from Eqs. (4) and (5), as well as

Fig. 1,Gfuel is determined by pτ, T th, and the ratio of fuel to
hot-spot internal energy (Efuel=Ehs). In order to maximize
gain, it is clear that the pτ and T th should be maximized (at
least until the temperature-dependent reaction rate peaks)—
a well-known fact in fusion.
Since ICF implosions are very well modeled by classical

mechanics and thermodynamics, determining what proper-
ties of the implosion design should be altered in order to
maximize phsτ and Ths can be understood with the follow-
ing relations based upon a piston-model abstraction of an
implosion [34,35]. Namely, for a pdV work-dominated
implosion, by equating Qe in Eq. (1) with pdV specific
power, one obtains T7=2

hs ∼ phsvimpRhs and from the piston

model [35] vimpRhs ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4πc1=½CðαifÞmshellð1 − f2Þ�

p
with

2πphsR3
hs ¼ CðαifÞmshellv2impð1 − f2Þ=2 all combining to

give an expression for Ths:

Ths ∼
�
CðαifÞ
4π

mshellð1 − f2Þ
�
4=7 v10=7imp

c2=71

; ð6Þ

where CðαifÞ ∼ 0.66 is a dimensionless measure of the
fraction of implosion kinetic energy directed into the hot
spot (a number that can somewhat vary with in-flight
adiabat αif ), c1 ¼ ppvR5

pv is a measure of the hot-spot
entropy of the implosion at peak velocity (pv), mshell is the
stagnated [24] shell mass (the DT fuel plus remaining
ablator, at the time of minimum radius radially inward of
the outgoing stagnation shock), and f2 ¼ nRKE is the
normalized residual kinetic energy [36] that is the fraction
of kinetic energy unconverted into internal energy at the
time of stagnation, the asymmetry component of which is
determined by the hot-spot area weighted harmonic mean
of shell areal density, f2 ¼ 1 − hðρRÞ−1i−1=hρRi, where
h� � �i denotes the area average [35].
The main sources of asymmetry for low gas-fill hohl-

raum-driven implosions have been determined to be [37]
peak laser power imbalances, diagnostic windows in
the hohlraum, manufacturing gaps on the waist of the
hohlraum, sag of the capsule suspended in the hohlraum by
a formvar membrane called the “tent,” and manufactu-
ring variation in the thickness of the capsule [38]. For
experiment N221204, the roll-up of asymmetry impact,
as determined by postexperiment simulations [14], is
f2 ∼ 0.07.
The piston-model-derived Lawson parameter [23]

scaling is

phsτ ∼
C2ðαifÞ
ð4πÞ2c1

m2
shellv

3
impð1 − f2Þ2; ð7Þ

TABLE I. Various gain metrics for select NIF experiments
across four campaigns. Naming convention is “NYYMMDD,”
where N ¼ NIF, YY ¼ year, MM ¼ month, and DD ¼ day. For
example, for N221204 the capsule absorbed energy is
Y total=Gcap ¼ 258 kJ and the total energy deposited into the
DT fuel is Y total=Gfuel ¼ 19.4 kJ of which ∼66% goes into the
hot spot. The 2 orders of magnitude expenditure of energy going
from the laser to the DT fuel is typical of indirect-drive ICF
schemes.

Shot Gfuel Gcap Gtarget Reference

N221204 160 12 1.5 This and [13–15]
N210808 70 5.8 0.72 [2,8–10]
N210207 7.8 0.75 0.09 [5–7]
N180128 4.5 0.34 0.031 [32]
N170601 4.3 0.32 0.03 [4]
N140120 2.2 0.17 0.014 [33]
N130927 1.3 0.09 0.008 [3]
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which scales with the product of shell momentum and
kinetic energy. Thus, the key parameter [Eq. (5)] for
increasing Gfuel scales as

phsτ
hσvi
T2
hs

∼
v3þð10=7Þða−2Þ
imp

c1þð2=7Þða−2Þ
1

�
CðαifÞ
4π

mshellð1−f2Þ
�
2þð4=7Þða−2Þ

;

ð8Þ

where a is from a power-law approximation to the
fusion reaction rate hσvi ∼ Ta

hs in the regime of interest
(2 < a < 4 typically).
Qualitatively similar conclusions are obtained by exam-

ining alternative ignition metrics, p2
hsEhs, phsRhs, or ρRhsThs,

that are all algebraically equivalent to each other, since it
has been shown that in the regime of limited alpha heat-
ing p2

hsEhs¼2πðphsRhsÞ3∼ ½mshellc2sð1−f2Þ=R2
pv�3 [34,35],

where cs is the hot-spot sound speed. With significant alpha
heating, the parameter sensitivity in Eq. (8) changes to
exponential and transcendental [39].
Equations (6)–(8) express the importance of increased

mshell, higher implosion velocities (together reflecting kine-
tic energy KE ¼ mshellv2imp=2 and momentum mshellvimp),
minimal radius of peak velocity Rpv, and minimal asym-
metry (f2 ∼ 0) in optimizing an ICF implosion for high
Gfuel. Rpv is controlled by reducing an LID implosion’s
“coast time” (the time duration between the end of the laser
pulse and implosion peak compression) [41] by making this
time a small fraction of the hohlraum cooling time [35].
This helps to maximize the implosion deceleration rate and
rate of conversion of implosion kinetic energy into internal
energy, which is key for achieving high stagnation pres-
sures and stagnation temperatures.
Unfortunately, with a fixed hohlraum geometry, increas-

ing capsule size by either radius or thickness and reducing
coast time (which lengthens the duration of the laser pulse)
make implosion symmetry control significantly more
difficult [42]. In principle, symmetry is manageable if
one considers trade-offs between parameters of the inte-
grated hohlraum-capsule system [11] that defines an LID
target and does considerable detailed design work [6,14].
While originally explained in terms of capsule scale rather
than mass, the above paragraphs describe the high-yield big
radius implosion design (HYBRID) strategy [16,17,43] for
obtaining a burning plasma and ignition.
From the time-dependent hot-spot heat balance [Eq. (1)],

the tipping point where the total alpha power balances the
bremsstrahlung emission power defines the critical ignition
temperature [44] T ign. In the case of an ICF implosion,
some radiation can be reradiated from the hot-spot edge (if
the optical depth is sufficiently high) while some radiation
escapes; thus, T ign for an ICF implosion is determined by

Qα ¼ fBQB, where fB ¼ freradZ2 is a multiplier of the DT
bremsstrahlung power per unit hot-spot mass that is a net
measure of x-ray limitation coming from reradiation

(frerad ≤ 1; potentially as low as frerad ∼ 0.5 for some
designs) and enhancement due to mixing into the hot spot
(Z̄ > 1 being the average atomic number of the DT plus
whatever material has mixed into the DT). Clearly,
enhanced x-ray losses from mixing and reradiation can
offset each other. Thus, in the presence of uniform high-Z
mixing into the hot DT, T ign is modified [40] to

T ign ≈ 4.3f0.3reradZ
20.3 keV. Since the internal energy of

DT is E ¼ cDTmT th, it is expected that the KE required
to reach thermodynamic instability threshold (i.e., “igni-
tion”) increases with mixing relative to an identical ICF

implosion with no mixing, by the scaling Z20.3. Namely,

KEign;mix ≈ KEign;no−mixZ20.3; ð9Þ

where, like asymmetry, hot-spot mixing appears as an
energy “cost” [45]. For mix to pollute the hot spot, it must
penetrate radially inward through the surrounding cold fuel,
implying some increase in the Z̄ of the cold fuel, but this
effect is neglected in the relationships of this Letter.
Equation (9) suggests that, in the relations of this Letter,
the degradation due to asymmetry, quantified by 1 − f2,

can be replaced with 1=½hðρRÞ−1ihρRiZ20.3� to account for
both the degradation from asymmetry and hot-spot mixing.
Comparing Eq. (9) to numerical models confirms the
energy scaling (see Fig. 2). Seeds for mixing are largely
from capsule defects [46,47] and/or the capsule fill tube

[48], resulting in values of Z2 that can be variable experi-
ment to experiment but are usually inferred to be in the
range ∼1–1.5—a comprehensive analysis will be forth-

coming [49], but a preliminary value of Z2 ∼ 1 is inferred

for N221204. For an example high mix case of Z2 ∼ 1.5,
the energy needed to reach the ignition threshold would
move 1.13× higher according to Eq. (9).

FIG. 2. Left: calculated yield amplification Yamp from a
numerical model [50] applied to experiment N210808 is plotted
against implosion peak kinetic energy for the cases of no mixing

into the hot spot (Z2 ¼ 1), moderate mixing (Z2 ¼ 1.2), and

higher levels of mixing (Z2 ¼ 1.4). The threshold for significant
yield amplification moves to higher levels of KE with increased
mixing (Z̄). Right: The offset in KE with increased mixing
appears to be correspond to the expectation based upon Eq. (9),

since the calculated curves overlay if the KE is scaled by Z20.3.
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Since there is an energy cost to mixing, it is expected that
the Lawson criterion for ignition should also be altered in
the presence of hot-spot mixing, which is common in ICF
experiments. The criterion of Ref. [40] [also see Eq. (1) in
companion Letter [13] ] reflects the energy cost of mixing
by shifting the ignition boundary to higher T th, which is
why this criterion is generally plotted as multiple curves in
a two-dimensional space of pτ vs T th [2,13,15], effectively
blurring the location of the ignition boundary (a reflection
of the three-dimensional parameter space, pτ, T th, and Z̄;
see Fig. 4). Other formulations of the Lawson criterion
generally have not included the possibility of mix-induced
bremsstrahlung altering the hot-spot energy balance, but,
like Eq. (9), a correction to these criteria can be found via
the mathematical connection between the measure of fusion
yield amplification due to α heating, Yamp, and a given
Lawson-like criterion by noting that

Yamp;no-mix ≈ Yamp;mix=Z2; ð10Þ

which is confirmed by comparing to numerical models (see
Fig. 3) that show a higher Yamp is required to achieve a fixed
level of temperature amplification (Tamp) in the presence of
hot-spot mixing. Thus, most ICF Lawson-like criteria can
or should be modified to include mixing as shown in
Table II, the result being a more stringent condition for
ignition (see Fig. 4).
Thus, hot-spot mixing has two primary effects, cooling

the hot-spot plasma for a fixed amount of implosion KE and
moving the tipping point of ignition to a higher and harder
to achieve threshold, thus requiring more KE to compen-
sate for both effects. The energy “cost” of mixing is
compounded with asymmetry, which also reduces the
effective implosion KE that can be used to increase the
internal energy of an ICF hotpot. The implosion perfor-
mance degrading impacts of mix and asymmetry, if not

perfectly controlled, can both be offset with additional
implosion kinetic energy to “pay” for the wasted energy.
Additionally, one-dimensional implosion performance also
increases with KE. Increasing KE through increased vimp
risks additional ablation Rayleigh-Taylor instability,
despite applying high-foot [3,53–55] mitigation tactics as
has been done in NIF ICF DT implosion experiments since
2014. The cooling of the hot-spot plasma can create a
secondary effect of higher implosion convergence (as
measured by shell areal density ρshellδR), which can be
beneficial for increased fusion yield (since fusion burn
efficiency increases with ρshellδR) if the implosion is robust
enough to ignite and propagate despite the additional KE
cost of mixing—this situation is presently not typical
in ICF.
Increasing KE with increased mshell is the alternative to

velocity, but controlling the asymmetry of bigger capsules
makes asymmetry control in hohlraums much more diffi-
cult due to the longer time duration of the laser pulse

FIG. 3. Left: calculated yield amplification Yamp from a numeri-
cal model based upon experiment N210808 is plotted against
thermal temperature amplification for the cases of no mixing into

the hot spot (Z2 ¼ 1), moderate mixing (Z2 ¼ 1.2), and higher

levels of mixing (Z2 ¼ 1.4). With more mix, a higher level of yield
amplification is required to achieve a fixed level of thermal
temperature amplification Tamp, thus making ignition harder to

achieve. Right: The curves overlay if Yamp is scaled by Z2.

FIG. 4. Various published Lawson-like criteria for ICF ignition
are plotted with the Table II correction for mixing included. Left:
The GLCL¼ðp̄=420GbarÞðR̄hs=50μmÞ≥1 criterion [51] (solid

curve) becomes ðp̄=420 GbarÞðR̄hs=50 μmÞ ≥ 1þ 0.24 lnðZ2Þ
(dashed and dotted curves). In this criterion, p̄ and R̄hs are the
burn and time-average hot-spot pressure and radius, respectively.
Right: The criterion of Ref. [40], which originally included the
effect of mixing in the theory, is also shown in the companion
Letter [13]. A key feature to note in the right frame is the greatly
increased burn-averaged T th at nearly fixed burn-averaged pτ, as
the series of experiments passes the ignition criterion. Gray points
are all NIF DT implosion data, while red points are from the
Hybrid-E series of experiments.

TABLE II. Select published Lawson-like criterion “corrected” to
account for hot-spot mixing. Here, mixing moves the metrics
threshold for ignition to a higher value.Here, “criterion”> “ignition
threshold” implies ignition.

Criterion Ignition threshold Reference

ITFXα ð3.39þ 1.11 lnZ2Þ2 [52]

χα ð2.71þ lnZ2Þ0.83 [1]

GLCL 1.0þ 0.24 lnZ2 [2,51]

Fα ð1.52þ 0.59 lnZ2Þ0.8 [27]
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needed for thicker shells (shock transit time) and reduced
hohlraum to capsule radius ratio (“case-to-capsule” ratio)
which reduces the smoothing of the x-ray intensity at the
capsule ablation front. However, an improved understand-
ing of hohlraum symmetry control in low gas-fill hohl-
raums [42,56] and the demonstration of the effectiveness of
cross-beam energy transfer (originally demonstrated in
high gas-fill hohlraums [57]) in low gas-fill hohlraums
as a tool to move laser energy between beams for symmetry
control [58,59] both indicated that symmetry with larger-
scale capsules may be manageable. Thus, increasing KE
with increased capsule scale (mshell) was the strategy
[16,17,43] followed, initially with larger radius capsules
(a choice that maintains vimp with fixed laser energy and
hohlraum efficiency) and then later with thicker capsules
(accessible as hohlraum efficiency and NIF laser energy
improved) [60]. In an implosion, additional KE is most
useful if the time duration over which the KE is converted
into hot-spot internal energy is short with minimal coasting.
By designing an implosion to have coast time shorter than
the hohlraum cooling time, Rpv is minimized, which
maximizes Ths, p, and ρR [35,41,61]. However, the laser
pulse durations associated with short coast times are long,
which, like capsule thickness, makes symmetry control
more difficult; thus, each series of DT experiments usually
started with longer coast times until good symmetry was
obtained and then worked toward shorter coast times in
incremental predictor-corrector-like steps to reacquire sym-
metry control as the laser pulse length increased.
While experimentally intensive, this strategy has been

successful, yielding more than an ∼2800× increase in Gfuel
(Fig. 1) and more than an ∼6000× factor in fusion yield
(Fig. 5) over a decade of work with the attainment of a ICF
burning plasma [5–7], igniting plasma [2,8–10], and, most
recently, target gain [13–15], also known as scientific
breakeven.
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